
Customer service: job one
Whether for health or convenience, when you need a set of replacement contact 
lenses, you want them right away. Historically, purchasing contact lenses has 
been an arduous process involving doctor visits, running around town to pick 
them up, or lengthy wait times for delivery. 1-800 CONTACTS was founded with 
the mission of creating a superb online customer experience for each person 
seeking a new pair of lenses. With 24/7 call support, speedy email reply times, 
and easily accessible live chat agents, 1-800 CONTACTS is one of the most 
responsive and service-oriented online businesses in the marketplace.

Over several years, the company established a strong business foundation  
built on traditional web, phone, chat, and email channels. Through the  
easy-to-remember, toll-free phone number “1-800 CONTACTS” and website, 
www.1800CONTACTS.com, the company ships approximately 98% of its orders 
within one business day of receipt and verification of prescriptions. In 2011 
alone, the company shipped several million phone and web orders. However, 
the company wanted to provide its world-class service to customers anywhere 
and on any device.

“Many of our customers were accessing our traditional site via their mobile 
devices, so to serve them in their preferred way, we began working on a  
mobile site,” says Joshua Stanley, Associate Director of Mobile Marketing for 
1-800 CONTACTS. “We saw that a mobile site would allow us to provide easier 
ordering solutions to customers who have grown up with and are inseparable 
from their mobile devices.”

“ We saw that a mobile site would allow us to provide easier ordering 
solutions to customers that have grown up with and are inseparable  
from their mobile devices.”  
—Joshua Stanley, associate director of mobile marketing, 1-800 CONTACTS

57% increase in traffic to the mobile-optimized site
According to a new study from Nielsen, smartphones are used by  
50.4% of U.S. consumers. So, in an effort to serve customers better,  
1-800 CONTACTS took just four months to build a fully-functional mobile  
site: mobile.1800CONTACTS.com. After offering the mobile site, the number  
of mobile devices accessing it grew by 57%.

A mobile-ready site was imperative for enabling easier, faster ordering options 
for customers on the go. Convenient options include click-to-call for one-click 
calling for ordering on mobile devices; touchable content for selecting products 
simply by tapping on them; larger text, truncated longer product names, and 
the addition of useful drop-down menus that limit the need for extensive 
typing on smaller screens. Less text, and smaller, faster-loading images were 
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About 1-800 CONTACTS
• mobile.1800CONTACTS.com

Goals
•  Enable a better mobile experience  

for customers 

•  Increase mobile conversions and  
mobile sales

• Promote mobile-friendly site

Approach 
•  Created mobile-friendly site with larger 

buttons, click-to-call, smaller graphics  
and less text

•  Promoted site through Google search  
and email campaigns, as well as blogs  
and social media

Results
• Increased conversions to 24%
•  Boosted average order values on  

mobile by 8%

• Tripled sales from smartphone users

http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/07/nielsen-smartphones-used-by-50-4-of-u-s-consumers-android-48-5-of-them/
http://mobile.1800CONTACTS.com
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About GoMo
GoMo is a Google-led initiative dedicated to 
helping businesses “Go Mobile” by providing 
them with the tools and resources they need 
to make their websites more mobile-friendly. 
On the GoMo website, businesses can see 
how their sites look on a mobile device using 
the GoMoMeter tool and get personalized 
recommendations for creating a more 
mobile-friendly experience. The site also has 
information on current mobile trends and 
mobile site best practices, as well as a list of 
developers ready to help companies build 
their mobile sites.

For more information visit: 
http://howtogomo.com

also incorporated into the new site. As a next step, 1-800 CONTACTS plans to 
implement location-based services that will allow customers, to easily find and 
schedule an eye exam with a local eye doctor.

“ Our ability to cater to mobile device users is an extension of our 
commitment to excellent customer service.”  
—Joshua Stanley, associate director of mobile marketing, 1-800 CONTACTS

Meeting customer needs pays off: smartphones sales tripled 
Already, the mobile site is gaining traction. The average order values on 
the mobile-optimized site have increased 8%. The percentage of sales from 
smartphone users has tripled since the mobile site launched, and conversions 
on the mobile site – defined as orders – have increased 24%, making the 
investment in mobile well worthwhile.

To promote the new mobile site, 1-800 CONTACTS has created separate  
Google AdWords mobile ads campaigns that include mobile display and paid 
search elements, as well as publishing practical content on blogs and social 
media venues and email campaigns promoting the new mobile capabilities.

“Many companies tout their strength in customer service, but we definitely  
‘walk the walk,’” says Stanley. “We have received numerous awards from 
prestigious organizations. Our ability to cater to mobile device users is an 
extension of our commitment to excellent customer service.”

The new optimized website features fewer graphics, larger font sizes, as well as  
bigger product images and buttons.


